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The diagram is one of the most common pictorial representations of an ordered 
set. It is usually convenient to use as few slopes as possible when drawing diagram 
edges. Sands conjectured that in the case of finite lattice diagrams the minimal num- 
ber of slopes needed is equal to the maximal up-degree or down-degree of its 
elements. However, Czyzowicz etal. (“Drawing Orders with Few Slopes,” Disc. 
Math. 82 (1990) 2333250) have recently given counterexamples to this conjecture 
in the cases of two and three slopes. In this paper we give counterexamples for any 
number of slopes thus proving a conjecture from the work of Czyzowicz efal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ordering relation is often associated with the data structures of com- 
puter science problems. Sorting and scheduling are probably the most com- 
mon examples. Good graphical representation of ordered data plays an 
important role especially in problems related to human decisions. The most 
common graphical representation scheme of ordered sets is the “diagram.” 
For the ordered set P and its two elements a and b we say that Q covers 
b if a>b and for any x in P, a>x>b implies x=6. We then call a an 
upper cover of b, b a lower cover of a, and {a, b} a covering pair. The 
sequence of successive covering pairs will be called a covering chain. A 
diagram of P is a graphical representation of P in the plane with its 
elements represented by small circles arranged in such a way that, for a and 
b in P such that a > b, the circle corresponding to a must be placed higher 
in the plane than the circle corresponding to b and a straight line segment 
(edge) is drawn to connect the two circles if and only if a covers b. 
How does one draw “good” diagrams? One obvious criterion is to draw 
the diagram, if possible, in a planar way, that is, without crossing points 
inside the covering edges. Another natural criterion is to use as few slopes 
as possible when drawing the covering edges. It is an everyday inclination 
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FIG. 1. (a) A three-slope representation of a lattice. 
common to all who have experienced the preparation of many such 
diagrams for display to minimize the actual number of slopes needed (cf. 
Fig. la). In early 1984 Sands [6] conjectured that the minimum number of 
slopes needed to draw a lattice depends only on the maximum number of 
upper covers and on the maximum number of lower covers among the 
elements of the lattice, that is, the maximum up-degree and down-degree of 
an element. Obviously, for any ordered set, the number of slopes needed is 
at least the maximum of the up-degrees and down-degrees of its elements. 
Sands conjectured that in the case of lattices this is precisely the number 
needed. An obvious example showing that this is not true for every ordered 
set is illustrated in Fig. lb. Duffus (1984) observed that this conjecture is 
true for finite distributive lattices. However, Czyzowicz el al. [Z] showed 
that in the cases of two and three slopes the conjecture is false. In par- 
ticular the lattice illustrated in Fig. 2 has maximum up-degree and down- 
degree 2, yet it cannot be drawn with two slopes. It was also conjectured 
in [2] that for any n there exists a lattice with maximum up-degree and 
down-degree n which cannot be drawn using n slopes. The main result of 
this paper confirms this conjecture by constructing examples for every n. 
b 
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FIG. 1. (b) An ordered set which cannot be drawn as a diagram with fewer than three 
slopes. 
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FIGURE 2 
All of them are dismantlable lattices. A lattice L is dismantlable if and only 
if 
(a) the only elements of L are the top and the bottom or 
(b) L contains an element e having just one upper cover and one 
lower cover in L and the sublattice L - (e> is also dismantlable. 
n-SLOPE DIAGRAMS 
When dealing with lattice n-slope diagrams for large n, the techniques 
used are different than those applied in [2] for the n = 2 or n = 3 cases. We 
observe that the slopes can be ordered from the lowest (the leftmost on 
Fig. 3) to the highest (the rightmost). Moreover, for odd n, we have to 
distinguish the central slope (median) and for even n, the two central 
slopes. The line drawn along some slope (among the available slopes) is 
called the slope line. 
It is easy to see that not every two points of the plane could be joined 
by a covering chain with edges having prescribed slopes. Let us draw, as 
FIGURE 3 
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in Fig. 3, the cluster of slope lines (representing all available slopes) binded 
in a given point A. Any point B to be joined with A by a covering chain 
must be situated inside the angle determined by the smallest and the 
highest slope. This is called the reachable region of the point A. 
We are particularly interested in covering chains of length 2 (i.e., having 
two covering pairs). Obviously, every point of the reachable region may be 
also achieved by a covering chain of length 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let the cluster of slope lines binded in point A be given. In 
order to join A with B by a covering chain of length 2, we must draw one 
edge along the slope line from the left-hand side of the line AB and another 
edge along the slope line from the right-hand side of the line AB (see Fig, 4). 
Moreover, tf B lies just on some slope line we can draw one covering chain 
with both edges along this slope. 
Proof Obvious. 
In Fig. 4 the slope line x is left of AB and y is right of AB so we can join 
A with B by drawing one edge along x and another one along y. 
Lemma 1 could be strengthened in the following way: to join A with B 
by a covering chain, we must draw at least one edge along the slope from 
the left-hand side of AB and at least one other edge along the slope from 
the right-hand side of AB. Moreover, if B lies on some slope line we can 
draw one covering chain with all the edges along this slope. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf two points are joined by two covering chains of length 
2 then these points must not lie on an extremal slope line. Corollary 1 is also 
true for covering chains of arbitrary length. 
LEMMA 2. Draw a cluster of n slope lines binded in point A. Let B be a 
point situated lower than A and d denote the absolute value of the difference 
FIGURE 4 
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Slope lines on the 
left-hand side of AB 
FIGURE 
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Slope lines on the 
right-hand side of AB 
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between the number of slope lines on the left-hand side of AB and the number 
of slope lines on the right-hand side of AB (see Fig. 5). Then there are 
c = n - d disjoint covering chains of length 2 which could be drawn 
simultaneously from A to B. 
The statement of Lemma 2 may be viewed also as follows: the reachable 
region is partitioned using n slope lines into n - 1 angles. Every such angle 
is characterized by the same maximum number of disjoint covering chains 
of length 2 which could be drawn to join any given point inside this angle. 
If B is in the first such angle (between the smallest and the second smallest 
slope line) then c = 2; if B is in the second angle then c = 4; if B is in the 
mth angle (m <n/2) then c = 2m, and so on. If B lies on the line separating 
the mth and (m + 1)th angle, then c = 2m + 1. In the case of even n, c 
reaches its maximal value of n for B situated inside the central angle, 
because there are as many slope lines right of AB as left of AB. In the case 
of odd n, c = n if B is situated just on the central slope line (see Fig. 6). 
Proof of Lemma 2. We prove in (a) that the number of such covering 
chains is at most equal to n -d. In (b) we prove that the number of such 
covering chains is at least equal to n-d. The proof of (b) is made by 
induction on n. 
4?i&sb \ 
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FIG. 6. The maximal number of disjoint covering chains of length 2. 
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(a) Case 1. B does not lie on a slope line. 
Suppose, by symmetry, that the number x of slope lines on the left-hand 
side of AB is less than or equal to the number n -x of slope lines on the 
right-hand side of AB. Then d = n - 2x. By Lemma 1, for each covering 
chain of length 2 either its upper edge or its lower edge must be drawn 
along the slope line which is left of AB so there are at most 2x such 
covering chains. 
Case 2. B lies on a slope line. 
Suppose, by symmetry, that the number x of slope lines on the left-hand 
side of B is less than or equal to the number n -x - 1 of slope lines on the 
right-hand side of B. Then d = n - 2x - 1. Following Lemma 1, in addition 
to 2x covering chains with edges chosen from the opposite sides of B there 
is one covering chain with edges drawn along the slope line on which B 
lies. So c=2x+ 1 =n-d. 
(b) This part of the proof is made by induction on n assuming any 
given d (fixed). First we prove in (1) that the statement is true for n = d and 
n = d + 1. Then in (2) we prove the induction step: supposing that the state- 
ment is true for n = k we prove it for n = k + 2. 
(1) If n = d then all the slope lines are on the same side of AB and 
B is in the unreachable region of A, so c = 0. If n = d + 1 then point B lies 
on an extremal slope line and any covering chain of length 2 must have all 
edges along this slope. There are no such two disjoint covering chains, so 
c= 1. 
(2) Fig. 7 presents the point B inside the reachable region of point A 
with the cluster of n = k + 2 slope lines. Let us consider k slope lines from 
inside the reachable region (without the extreme slopes). By inductive 
hypothesis, there are at least k-d disjoint covering chains of length 2 
joining A and B using these k slopes. When we add the extreme slopes the 
value of d remains the same but we may not draw two additional covering 
chains using only the extreme slopes just added. The number of covering 
chains of length 2 is then at least equal to k - d + 2 = n - d. 1 
FIGURE I 
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From Lemma 2 follows 
COROLLARY 2. In the case of n slopes (n odd), if two points A and B can 
be joined by n disjoint covering chains of length 2, then A and B must both 
lie on the central slope line. 
From the proof of Lemma 2 we can also conclude that the maximal 
possible number of covering chains of length 2 between two given points 
may be drawn in a planar way. In effect, in the inductive step of the-lemma 
the two additional covering chains are added outside of the covering chains 
that are already there, so no crossing points may be generated. 
It is easy to see that Lemma 2 works only for the covering chains of 
length 2 and that there may be always n disjoint covering chains of length 
FIGURE 8 
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3 or more joining A and B if B is in the interior of the reachable region 
of A. 
THEOREM 1. For any n > 2 there exists a lattice L, such that each 
element of L has at most n lower covers and at most n upper covers but L 
has no n-slope diagram. 
Proof Let L, be the lattice containing n + 3 points AO, A,, . . . . An+2, 
such that every pair of consecutive points is joined by n covering chains of 
length 2 (see Fig. 8). There are n intermediate points between Ai and Ai+ 1 
(i = 0, . . . . n + 1). Now, take an i { 1,2, . . . . n} and join all but one inter- 
mediate point X1, Xz, . . . . X, _ I between Ai and Ai+ 1 by a covering chain of 
length 2 with all but one intermediate point Y,, Yz, . . . . Y,- I between Ai- 1 
and Ai (see Fig. 9). Do this for all i= 1, 2, .,., n to obtain the lattice Lz, as 
in Fig. 10. This lattice is in fact a dismantlable one, because every covering 
chain of length 2 was added between two points that were already com- 
parable in L1. 
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FIGURE 10 
By the construction, among the intermediate points lying between Ai and 
Ai+ 1 in L, there is a point having just one lower cover (Ai) and one upper 
cover (A, + r ). Denote this point by Bi + 1 (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . n). We prove now 
that the edge joining Bi and Ai (for each i= 1,2, ..:, n) must be drawn along 
an extremal slope. Suppose not. Then take from Fig. 9 Xi, which is joined 
with Ai by an edge drawn along an extremal slope (it always exists, 
because among all n upper covers of Ai two of them are joined with Ai by 
the extremal slope edges). By our supposition one of the points 
y Y”-I I, ‘a*, is joined with Ai by an edge drawn along the same slope. So 
there exist two points Xi and Y, lying on some extremal slope line and yet 
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joined by two covering chains of length 2 (one already existing in L, and 
another one added when constructing L2). This contradicts Corollary 1. 
By symmetry we may prove that the edge joining Ai and Bi+ i is also 
drawn along an extremal slope line. Moreover this slope must be different 
than the one used to draw the edge joining Bi with Ai. If not, we could still 
get two points Xj and Yk lying on the extremal slope line, contradicting 
Corollary 1. In conclusion the edges of the zigzag B, , A i, B,, . . . . B,, 
4,Bn+1 must be drawn using both extremal slopes alternately. 
Let us denote by C,, C,, . . . . C, the intermediate points in L, in the 
covering edges joining A,, , with A, + 2. Now we construct the lattice L, by 
FIGURE 11 
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adding in L, n - 1 covering chains of length 2 joining Bi with Ci. We 
repeat this for each i= 1, 2, . . . . n (see Fig. 11). L, is still a dismantlable 
lattice. Moreover the number of lower covers and the number of upper 
covers of each point of L, is less than or equal to n. 
Now we prove that L, cannot be drawn using n slopes. The set of edges 
CIA,+I, C~A,+I, ...y G%,+I was drawn using all n available slopes, so 
there exists an integer i such that CiA,+ i was drawn along the same slope 
as A,B,. In fact Ci and B; are joined by n - 1 covering chains which were 
drawn using n - 1 slopes. Now let us consider two cases: 
Case 1. II odd. 
By Corollary 2, since A ; and Ai+, are joined by n covering chains of 
length 2, they must lie on the central slope line. This is true for any i, so 
all the points A,,, A,, . . . . A,+z lie on this central slope line x. Suppose, by 
symmetry, that Ci is left of x so then Bi is right of x (as in Fig. 12). 
Draw the cluster of n - 1 slope lines binded in Ci (except the one used 
to draw C,A, + i). Let x’ denote the slope line containing Ci and parallel 
to x. By Lemma 2 since n - 1 is even, the zone of the points which can be 
joined by n - 1 disjoint covering chains of length 2 is limited by x’ from the 
right-hand side and by some other slope line from the left-hand side. 
However, Bi, being right to x’, is outside of this zone and yet joined with 
Cj by n - 1 disjoint covering chains of length 2, a contradiction. 
Case 2. n even. 
A n+l is joined with A, by n covering chains of length 2, so by Lemma 2, 
A,, must be inside the angle limited by x and y, the two central slope lines 
drawn down from A, + 1. The same is true for the points A,, and A, ~, , then 
A n-I and Lz, etc. Suppose by symmetry that Cj is on the left-hand side 
of the x-slope line as well as on the left-hand side of the y-slope line con- 
taining A,, i. In other words the segment joining Ci and A, + i is drawn 
FIGURE 12 
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FIGURE 13 
along the highest slope. We conclude that Ci is on the left-hand side of x 
and Bj is on the right-hand side of x (see Fig. 13). Thus the line x’ passing 
by Cj and parallel to x cannot contain the point Bi. 
Let us draw now the cluster of n - 1 slope lines binded in Ci (except the 
one used to draw C;A,+ r). Since n - 1 is odd, x’ is the central slope. Bi is 
joined with Ci by n - 1 covering chains of length 2, so by Corollary 2, Bi 
should lie on x’, which contradicts the above supposition and proves the 
theorem. fl 
The lattices constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 are usually not the 
smallest possible. For example, for n = 2 the theorem gives the 17-point lat- 
tice from Fig. 14 while the smallest known example from Fig. 2 has only 11 
FIGURE 14 
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points. It may be remarked also that for odd n it is sufficient to join each 
point Ci with Bj by n - 2 chains in place of n - 1, and the argument also 
applies (see Fig. 10). 
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